
Optical-Flow Estimation while Preserving itsDiscontinuities: A Variational ApproachRachid Deriche1 - Pierre Kornprobst1 - Gilles Aubert21 INRIA, 2004 route des Lucioles, BP 93F-06902 Sophia-Antipolis Cedex, FranceEmail: der@sophia.inria.fr2 Laboratoire J.A Dieudonné - URA 168 du CNRSUniversitè de Nice-Sophia Antipolis06108 Nice-Cedex 2 (France)Abstract. This paper describes a variational approach devised for thepurpose of estimating optical �ow from a sequence of images with theconstraint to preserve the �ow discontinuities. This problem is set asa regularization and minimization of a non quadratic functional. TheTikhonov quadratic regularization term usually used to recover smoothsolution is replaced by a particular function of the gradient �ow speci��cally derived to allow �ow discontinuities formation in the solution. Con�ditions to be ful�lled by this speci�c regularizing term, to preserve dis�continuities and insure stability of the regularization problem, are alsoderived. To minimize this non quadratic functional, two di�erent meth�ods have been investigated. The �rst one is an iterative scheme to solvethe associated non-linear Euler-Lagrange equations. The second solutionintroduces dual variables so that the minimization problem becomes aquadratic or a convex functional minimization problem. Promising ex�perimental results on synthetic and real image sequences will illustratethe capabilities of this approach.1 IntroductionIn this last decade, numerous methods have been proposed to compute 2D opti�cal �ow [8, 9, 11, 7, 4, 3, 12, 13] . Almost all these approaches use the classicalconstraint equation that relates the gradient of brightness to the componentsu and v of the local �ow to estimate the optical �ow. Because this problemis ill-posed, additional constraints are required. The most used one is to adda quadratic smoothness constraint as done originally by Horn and Schunk [8].However, in order to estimate the optical �ow more accurately, other constraintsinvolving high order spatial derivatives have also been used [12]. Nevertheless,several of the proposed methods lacked robustness to the presence of occlusion,and yielded smooth optical �ow. The variational approach proposed in this pa�per is motivated by the need to recover the optical �ow while preventing themethod from trying to smooth the solution across the �ow discontinuities. Tocope with discontinuities, several methods have been proposed [4, 13, 7]. Themethod presented here is inspired from a recent framework that has proven to



be very useful in some image processing tasks as image restoration [14, 16, 2, 5].It is a variational approach devised for the purpose of estimating optical �owfrom a sequence of images with the constraint to preserve the �ow discontinu�ities. This problem is set as a regularization and minimization of a non quadraticfunctional. The Tikhonov quadratic regularization term usually used to recoversmooth solution is replaced by a particular function of the gradient �ow speci��cally derived to allow �ow discontinuities formation in the solution.2 Statement of the ProblemLet I(x; y; t) be the grey level intensity at time t at the image point (x; y) andu(x; y) and v(x; y) denote the x and y components of the optical �ow vector vat that point. Assuming that the grey level intensities are the same at time tand t+ �t leads to the well known Optical Flow Constraint :rI(x; y; t) � v + It(x; y; t) = 0 (1)Where r is the gradient operator, and It denotes the temporal derivative ofI(x; y; t). The scalar equation (1) only permits the calculation of the compo�nents of the velocity �eld which is parallel to the spatial gradient rI (apertureproblem). Additional constraints are therefore required to reduce the space ofadmissible functions. The most popular constraint is the smoothness constraintoriginally introduced by Horn and Schunck [8]. This approach combines the Op�tical Flow Constraint with the quadratic smoothing term of Tikhonov [15] andconsiders the optical �ow as the global minimum of the functional:F (v) = Z 
(�C(v) + S(v))d
 (2)where � is a positive coe�cient that weights the error in the image motionequation relative to the departure from smoothness.
 denotes the image domainand the 2 terms of eq. ( 2) are given by :�C(v) = (I(x; y; t) � v + It(x; y; t))2S(v) = j ru j2 + j rv j2The minimization of this functional can be performed by writing the associatedEuler-Lagrange equations :�r2u = �Ix(Ixu+ Iyv + It)r2v = �Iy(Ixu+ Iyv + It) (3)where r2 = @2@x2 + @2@y2is the Laplacian operator. Boundary conditions are then added and a �nitedi�erence scheme is usually used in the discrete case to solve iteratively thiscoupled pair of elliptic second-order partial di�erential equation. Unfortunately,



The use of a quadratic term for S(v) leads to a continuous and smooth solutionfor the optical �ow i.e a solution where discontinuities are not preserved. This isnot really desirable if one wants to preserve the �ow discontinuities and recoverthe optical �ow as accurately as possible because such discontinuities can bepresent for instance on silhouettes, where one object occludes another or betweentwo di�erent moving objects. The next section is devoted to presenting ourapproach to tackle in an e�cient way this important problem.3 A Variational Approach to Preserve DiscontinuitiesIn order to preserve the �ow discontinuities while regularizing the solution, sev�eral methods have been proposed. Some of these approaches allow to capturethese discontinuities by judiciously choosing the � parameter of equation 2.Other approaches take into account gradient information of the optical �ow �eldand recently interesting variational approaches have also been proposed to dealwith this class of problem. The reader interested can refer to [4, 13, 7] whereoriginal solutions are proposed to tackle this important problem.In the following subsection, we summarize our variational approach to optical�ow estimation. This approach is inspired from the approaches developed forimage restoration purpose in [14, 16]. Very recently, existence and uniquenessresults have been demonstrated in [2], also for the image restoration problem.A detailed review of all these approaches can be found in [5].3.1 The Energy FunctionTo cope with discontinuities, a natural way to proceed is to forbid regularizingand smoothing across such �ow discontinuities. One way of taking into accountthese technical remarks is to consider a function �(:) that preserves the discon�tinuities : S(v) = �(j ru j) + �(j rv j) (4)For example, a quadratic function as proposed by Tikhonov in [15], clearlydoes not preserve the discontinuities and must therefore be avoided.Our key idea to deal with this problem is to write the Euler-Lagrange equa�tions associated to this new functional. This leads to the following coupled pairof second order partial di�erential equations :8>>>>>><>>>>>>:div(�0(jruj)jruj ru) = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Ix (x; y) �
div(�0(jrvj)jrvj rv) = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Iy�0(jruj)jruj @u@n = 0 ; �0(jrvj)jrvj @v@n = 0 (x; y)� @
 (5)where div denotes the classical divergence operator, �0 represents the �rstderivative of �(s) with respect to the parameter s and n indicates the unit



vector normal to the boundary @
. Notice that the main di�erence with theequations 3 involving the Tikhonov regularization term is that the Laplacianterm has been changed by the following divergence term :2r2w �! div��0(j rw j)j rw j rw� (6)for w being u or v. It is this replacement of the Laplacian operator by a divergenceoperator that will allow us to develop an anisotropic smoothing process of the�ow �eld.Developing and simplifying the divergence term, it can be shown that it isequal to the sum of two terms:div(�0(j rw j)j rw j rw) = �0(j rw j)j rw j| {z }c� w�� + �00(j rw j)| {z }c� w�� (7)where �0(s) and �00(s) indicate respectively the �rst and second derivatives of�(s) with respect to s, w�� is the second order directional derivative of w inthe direction � = rwjrwj and w�� is the second order directional derivative in thedirection � orthogonal to the gradient.In order to regularize the solution and preserve optical �ow discontinuities,one would like to smooth isotropically the optical �ow �eld inside homogeneousregions and preserve the �ow discontinuities in the inhomogeneous regions. As�suming that the function �00(:) exists,the condition on smoothing in an isotropicway inside homogeneous regions can be achieved by imposing the following con�ditions on the �(:) function:limjrmwj!0 �0(j rmw j)j rmw j = limjrmwj!0�00(j rmw j) = �00(0) > 0 (8)Therefore, at the points where j rw j is small, the divergence term becomesdiv��0(j rw j)j rw j rw� = �00(0)(w�� + w��) = �00(0)r2w: (9)This case corresponds to the situation where the function �(:) is quadraticand the smoothing is isotropic. Note that the coe�cient �00(0) is required tobe positif, otherwise the regularization part will act as an inverse heat equationnotably known as an instable process. Therefore, the following coupled pair ofsecond order partial di�erential equations will have to be solved :8>>>><>>>>:�00(0)r2u = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Ix (x; y) �
�00(0)r2v = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Iy@u@n = 0 ; @v@n = 0 (x; y)� @
 (10)In order to preserve the �ow discontinuities near inhomogeneous regions pre�senting a strong �ow gradient, one would like to smooth along the isophote (curve



with constant �ow) and not across them. This leads to stopping the di�usion inthe gradient direction �, i.e. setting the weight �00(j rw j) to 0, while keeping astable di�usion along the direction orthogonal �, i.e. setting the weight �0(jrwj)jrwjto some positive constant:limjrwj!1�00(j rmw j) = 0 limjrwj!1(�0(j rmw j)j rmw j ) = � > 0 (11)Therefore, at the points where the �ow gradient is strong, u and v will bethe solutions of the following equations :8>>>><>>>>:�u�� = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Ix (x; y) �
�v�� = 2�(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Iy@u@n = 0 ; @v@n = 0 (x; y)� @
 (12)Note that the positiveness of the � coe�cient is also required to generate astable smoothing process in the � direction.Unfortunately, the two conditions of (11) cannot be satis�ed simultaneouslyby a function �(j rmZ j). However, the following conditions can be imposedin order to decrease the e�ects of the di�usion along the gradient more rapidlythan those associated with the di�usion along the isophotes:limjrmwj!1 �00(j rmw j) = limjrmwj!1 �0(jrmwj)jrmwj = 0limjrmwj!1 �00(jrmwj)�0(jrmwj)jrmwj = 0 (13)The conditions given by Equations (8) and (13) are those which one hasto impose in order to deal with a regularization process which preserves thediscontinuities. As it has been shown very recently in [2], these conditions arealso su�cient to prove that the model is well posed mathematically, and theexistence and uniqueness of a solution is also guaranteed by these conditions.One can easely see that only the last two functions ful�ll all the conditionsmentioned above. Moreover, the convex potential functions allows to obtainuniqueness of a global minimum.3.2 Energy MinimizationThe energy function given by eq. ( 2) is minimized by solving the coupled pairof partial di�erential equations given by eq. ( 5). In his subsection, we present2 di�erent numerical schemes that have been developed for moving iterativelytowards the solution.



Author �(s) �0(s)sGeman etReynolds s21+s2 2(1+s2)2Malik etPerona log(1 + s2) 2(1+s2)Green 2 log[cosh(s)] � 2 s = 02 tanh(s)=s s 6= 0Aubert 2p1 + s2 � 2 2p(1+s2)An Implicit Scheme The �rst scheme that has been developed to solve theEuler-Lagrange equations of eq. ( 5) uses a linearized version of the discreteequations and a Gauss-Seidel relaxation method for moving iteratively towardsthe solution of this problem.Implicit Scheme:It can be shown that the divergence operator can be written as follows [10]�div(�0(j rw j)j rw j rw)�i;j ' Xp;q�f�1;0;1g2 �wi+p;j+qwi+p;j+q (14)where the coe�cients �wi+p;j+q depend on the values of the 8 neighbors.Using this result, the coupled pair of PDE of eq. ( 5) may be rewritten asthe following non-linear system of equations8<:P�ui+p;j+qui+p;j+q = 2� ((Ixu+ Iyv + It)Ix)i;jP�vi+p;j+qvi+p;j+q = 2� ((Ixu+ Iyv + It)Iy)i;j� Boundary conditions on the �ow (15)This large system of equations in non linear due to the fact that the di�vergence term includes the function to be estimated ( i.e u and v). There arenumerous iterative schemes for the solution of a large sparse set of equations,among them Gauss Seidel and Jacobi are the most popular. We use a linearizedversion of the discrete equations and we apply a Gauss-Seidel relaxation methodfor moving iteratively towards the solution of this problem.Half quadratic regularization In the previous subsection, a non quadraticenergy functional was minimized by solving non linear equations. In this sub�section, instead of stress upon solving a non linear system, we introduce a newfunction which, although de�ned over an extended domain, has the same mini�mum in v as F and can be manipulated with linear algebraic methods.We �rst start by presenting an important theorem inspired from Geman andReynolds theorem (see [6]). A proof of this theorem can be found in [1].



Theorem 3.2.1Let � : [0;+1[! [0;+1[ be such that �(px) is strictly concave on ]0;+1[. LetL and M be de�ned as:L = limx!+1 �0(x)2x and M = limx!0+ �0(x)2xThen, we have the following properties:� there exists a strictly convex and decreasing function  : [L;M ] ! [�; �]where �(x) = lim infL�b�M(bx2 +  (b)) (16)such that: � = limx!+1��(x) � x2�0(x)2x � et � = limx!0+ �(x)� for every �xed x � 0 the value bx for which the minimum is reached is uniqueand given by: bx = �0(x)2x (17)The variable bx is called an auxiliary variable associated to x. One can checkthat this theorem can be applied to all the �(:) functions proposed for discon�tinuities preservations. So, introducing two dual variables bu and bv associatedrespectively to j ru j and j rv j and noting b = � bubv �, the problem becomesto minimize the resulting augmented energy with respect to b and v:F �(v;b) = Z
 C(v) + �S�(v;b) d
where S�(v;b) = buj ru j2 +  (bu) + bv j rv j2 +  (bv)The advantage of considering F � instead of F is twofold:� for a �xed V , the functional F � is convex in b� for a �xed b, the functional F � is convex in VThese properties are used to perform the algorithm described in table 1.The two stages of minimization work as follows :� calculating bn+1 = argminb F �(V n;b) amounts solving:minb=� bubv �Z
 buj ru j2 +  (bu) + bvj rv j2 +  (bv) d




V 0 � 0Repeat bn+1 = argminb F �(V n;b)V n+1 = argminV F �(v;bn+1)n = n+ 1UntilconvergenceTable 1. Half quadratic regularization principleThe two variables bu and bv being independent, we can use theorem 3.2.1 andshow that the minimum is reached for:bu = �0(j ru j)2 j ru j ; bv = �0(j rv j)2 j rv j (18)� calculating vn+1 = argminV F �(v;bn+1) is equivalent solving:minu;v Z
 �(rI:v + It)2 + (bFu j ru j2 + bFv j rv j2) d
where we noted bFw to recall that the auxiliary variables are now �xed. This isnow easier because the functional to be minimized is quadratic and hence weonly have to solve linear equations. This can be done iteratively by the classicalGauss-Seidel method. The associated Euler-Lagrange equations can be writtenas follows : 8<: div(bFuru) = �(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Ixdiv(bFv rv) = �(Ixu+ Iyv + It)Iy� Boundary conditions on the �owThis algorithm converges to the unique solution of our problem. The readerinterested by more details may refer to [2] where convergence results have beenproved.4 Experimental resultsTo validate the approach that has been presented in this paper, some experimentshave been carried out using synthetic and real image sequences extracted from[3]. For each experiment (see next page), the left �gure is the image for whichthe �ow is computed, the middle one is the result obtained with a quadraticregularization term and the right �gure corresponds to the result computed
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)Fig. 1. (a) plaid pattern moving in a window: 100 iterations, �H = 200 , � = 0:5(b) translating square: 100 iterations, �H = 10000 , � = 1:0 (c) Rubik's cube: 100iterations, �H = 10000 , � = 0:5 (d) Taxi data: 100 iterations, �H = 10000 , � = 0:7
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